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Europe is a leader in the tourism industry. The European Union is still the number
one destination of holidaymakers from across the world. Its remarkable diversity is
its main trump card. In Europe the traveller passes from Greek beaches and villages
one minute, to icy Lapland the next, experiencing the Austrian mountains on the
way. So many changes of setting without even setting foot off the continent.
Tourism is at the centre of numerous European policies and rightly so. This sector
accounts for 5% of the European Union’s GDP and concerns many policy areas
of the EU, such as spatial planning and the environment. Tourism is fundamental
for employment and is an important impetus for growth, with over 9.7 million
people in Europe employed in the field. As such, it plays a crucial role in the context of Europe’s growth strategy for 2020.

European tourism in numbers
s %UROPE IS STILL THE NUMBER ONE PREFERRED HOLIDAY DESTINATION FOR
79% of Europeans.
s   THIS IS THE AVERAGE HOLIDAY BUDGET OF A %UROPEAN FAMILY
  COMPARED TO  
Source: Ipsos (2011)

%VER SINCE  WHEN THERE WAS STILL NO COMMON POLICY ON TOURISM THE 4REATY
of Maastricht presented the EEC with the possibility of taking action in this field,
in order to achieve its goals of economic and occupational growth, economic
and social cohesion and sustainable development, in respect of subsidiarity. The
changes established by the Lisbon Treaty make it possible now for tourism related decisions to be taken by a qualified majority. The EU thus has the authority to
sustain, coordinate and implement actions taken by member States with regard
to tourism.

4HE STRUCTURE OF TOURISM ENTERPRISES n THERE ARE  MILLION IN %Urope – is identical in all member states, both old members and
STATES THAT HAVE RECENTLY JOINED OVER  OF THESE ENTERPRISES EMPLOY BETWEEN  AND  PEOPLE EACH 4HESE ARE MICRO ENTERPRISES
owned by local players.
Source: Eurostat, Regional Yearbook (2010)
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The role of European regions
To maintain its position as the world’s number one tourist destination, Europe
needs to modernise and diversify its tourism offer further. In this aspect, its cultural heritage gives it a significant advantage over other parts of the world, in terms
of what it has to offer visitors. Thematic and cultural tourism still only represent a
niche market, which has not been exploited much and the regions are the key to
the potential development of these fields.
4ODAY CREATING A TOURIST OFFER INVOLVES A NUMBER OF COMMITMENTS SUSTAINABLE DEvelopment and environmental impact, respect for the social fabric and protection
of cultural heritage.
When faced with all these duties, this diversity, which is what gives European tourism its strength, becomes a problem if the right decisions are not taken, on a territorial level that is. Hence, the regions are the major players in the tourism of
tomorrow.

PRESERVE
4O RESPOND TO THESE CHALLENGES  REGIONAL PARTNERS FROM  %UROPEAN COUNTRIES
met around PRESERVE (Peer Reviews for green and sustainable regions through
%UROPE A PROJECT lNANCED BY ).4%22%' )6# 02%3%26%S PURPOSE IS TO CONTRIBUTE
to the implementation of regional policies for sustainable tourism. The exchange
of best practices, the organisation of seminars, conferences and work groups, the
diffusion of results by the greatest number of industry professionals possible, the
publication of recommendations and itineraries to follow, according to the peer
review methodology adopted by the Assembly of European Regions, form the basis of this strategy.
4HE FOLLOWING RESULTS ARE EXPECTED FROM THIS EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCES A GROWTH IN
the expertise of local tourism industry players, the identification of problems and
sharing of solutions and, finally, the development of sustainable regional policies
in the field of tourism.
Thanks to the instruments of communication – conferences, website, and newsletter – and through the numerous exchanges that have taken place, partners and
their decision-making bodies have gained an awareness of the challenges and
THE PRINCIPLES THAT REGULATE SUSTAINABLE TOURISM .OW THEY ARE IN A STRONGER POSItion to plan the tourism policies of the future.



Peer review
&OR THE PURPOSES OF THE 02%3%26% PROJECT  HOST REGIONS WERE EVALUATED !VILA
% "ANSKÉ "YSTRICA 3+ +ËRNTEN ! %SZAK !LFÚLD ( «REBRO 3 E 3TEREA %LLADA
'2 
The results obtained thanks to PRESERVE, are the result of the methodology adopted during the audit. In order to guarantee objectivity during auditing, each
group of international experts travelled with a check-list, a common standard
that could be used by all the project’s participants in order to make a coherent
judgement on the tourism sector of each host region.
Upon arrival, the experts carried out a number of interviews and made various visits in the space of one week, in order to draw an outline of the region’s
performance according to the check-list. They had the opportunity to meet numerous professionals and political decision-makers, to better identify the tourism sector’s strengths and weaknesses. Following their visit, the experts wrote
up an initial evaluation report containing a series of recommendations. All the
region’s tourism industry players operated on this basis, in order to establish a
strategic plan of action with a series of short and long term actions.

Il piano d’azione
The aim of action plans is to establish how auditors’ recommendations will be
implemented and what the project follow-up schedule would be. Thanks to
PRESERVE, the project’s various partners were able to use their own action plan
as a real itinerary to be followed. However, a series of pre-established principles
WERE SET
First of all, the principle of exchange. Everyone taking part in the audit brought
their experience and solutions to the table and so each of them rightly expected
to learn from the others. In other contexts, experience exchanges are often too
general and people do not go into specifics, insomuch as each participant speaks
ABOUT THEIR OWN EXPERIENCE "UT HERE REAL CO OPERATION BEGINS WHEN PARTICIPANTS
discuss a specific problem and try to find solutions to a particular point, together.
Instead of dealing with issues together, discussions during audits were systematically rooted in a particular problem, or were to do with how this best practice
could be applied elsewhere. Examples were illustrated with “on site” visits.
Results can be split into two categories. Some conclusions relate to the PRESERVE
project itself, in as far as communication improved around the project on an institutional level.
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These are “common” results that benefit all partners as a whole, as opposed to
“individual” results. Individual results apply to partners in their respective regions
only, for actions that are aimed at improving their local policies. Having two categories of results allows both a global vision of existing problems and a local perspective on solutions to be adopted.
The objective of EU funding is to launch a network that obtains short term results,
with actions being taken during the course of the project. Other, long term activities, however, depend on the success of the PRESERVE project and on the solid
implementation of initiatives taken throughout the duration of the project, when
).4%22%' FUNDING STOPS4HE PLANS OF ACTION SET OUT FOR EACH REGION THAT TOOK PART
IN THE AUDIT ARE REALLY PUT TO USE A LONG TERM PLAN IS DRAWN UP ON PAPER FOR EACH
sector dealt with.

Ion Dumitrel

President of the Alba Region, Romania
In what ways did the peer review process
prove to be useful in your region?
This project has been a unique experience
for us, giving us the opportunity to find out
about the best practices and ideas of excellent professionals from all over Europe.
They showed us some constructive examples and came up with solutions to our biggest problems.
The peer review process in itself pushed us to analyse both the host region and
our own region. The identification of problems that a particular region may have
encountered and the search for solutions, proved to be a very useful and interESTING EXERCISE .OW WE WILL START USING THIS AS AN INSTRUMENT TO RESOLVE EXISTING
problems in our region.
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Rita Di Matteo
Abruzzo Region, Italy

Could you give us an example of best
practices acquired during the audit?
We drew inspiration from the “Landlust”
network in the Austrian region of Steiermark, where a network of tourist villages
is to be developed. Hospitality and love for
old houses are at the centre of the initiative. All houses in the Steiermark region
are all situated bang in the middle of nature; they are furnished with restored antique furniture and offer a high level of
comfort and hospitality. The houses were built in the early Twentieth century and
have undergone careful restoration work.
4HANKS TO THIS EXAMPLE !BRUZZO IS STARTING TO THINK ABOUT INTERIOR DECORATING IN
an entirely new way and has thus come up with the Italian Albergo Diffuso (literally, “scattered hotel - a single hotel with rooms scattered throughout different
BUILDINGS IN A TOWN CONCEPT /UR REGION HAS NUMEROUS OLD AND PICTURESQUE VILlages that have been abandoned or partially destroyed. The willingness of some
locals to continue living in this little paradise of mountains, forests and stone villages was what inspired the Albergo Diffuso idea.
The idea is to restore and decorate in a typically local style, a number of old houses
in one single village often deserted by the younger generations. These houses are
inhabited and only one section of the buildings is used as a residence for tourists,
with the aim of attracting visitors who want something different from their hotel
stay. This form of hospitality has proven to be particularly efficient as a means of
promoting villages that are unusual in terms of their architecture and artistic style.
! NUMBER OF INITIATIVES LIKE THIS HAVE SPRUNG UP IN !BRUZZO n IN #ORVARA 3ANTO
3TEFANO DI 3ESSANIO 2OBUR -ARSORUM AND )N VACANZA SULLA -AJELLA n BUT THESE
are all individual initiatives, with no common point of reference or strategy. So
we thought of grouping them together under one structure, using the region
OF 3TEIERMARK AS A MODEL )N $ECEMBER  A NUMBER OF MUNICIPALITIES FORMED
the Gran Sasso d’Italia association for the promotion of local tourism, in order to
guarantee a more widespread promotion of the region. The association’s goal is
to develop sustainable tourism policies, highlighting cultural and religious practices and thus preserving the identity of the local territory.
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Key dates
!FTER ITS OFlCIAL LAUNCH AT A CONFERENCE WHICH TOOK PLACE ON  &EBRUARY  IN
"RUSSELS THE 02%3%26% PROJECT GAVE THE GO AHEAD FOR  REGIONS TO BE AUDITED
4HE lRST AUDIT WAS CARRIED OUT IN THE 3WEDISH REGION OF «REBRO IN *UNE  $URing this four day visit, all partners together, were able to familiarise themselves
with AER audit methodology and were naturally enthusiastic about this opportunity “to exchange good ideas, but also bad practices to avoid.” They also became
aware of the importance of preparation work, required for an audit that uses speCIlC METHODOLOGY THE NEED TO lND GOOD INTERLOCUTORS AND DECISION MAKERS AND
arrange for them to meet; find the sites which best illustrate the problems encountered in a given region, and visit them.
!UDITORS ALSO REALISED THE EXTENT OF THE TASK THAT LAY AHEAD OF THEM AFTER EXAMINing what had been written about a region and its tourism related problems and
documenting this information, they were faced with the challenge of comparing
their own opinions with the in-depth vision of more than 30 local tourism industry figures, they had found, during a four day period of intense work.
)N /CTOBER  02%3%26%S AUDITORS VISITED THE 3LOVAKIAN REGION OF "ANSKÉ
"YSTRICA LESS THAN ONE YEAR AFTER THE PROJECT WAS LAUNCHED %XPERTS DISCOVERED
the immense potential of a region that could offer both nature oriented and
RICH CULTURAL TOURISM SERVICES )TS SKI SLOPES THERMAL BATHS AND  CULTURAL
monuments are all ideal attractions for the development of tourism in the area.
Auditors identified various sectors that could be developed to create a great
tourist experience. For example, developing the promotion of regional dishes
prepared using local products, in the restaurant industry. Or the creation of a
central information network, to advise and guide visitors to the region, more
easily – as opposed to the current situation, where databases are not linked to
each other.

Mid-term review
02%3%26%S PARTNERS MET IN -ARCH  FOR A MIDTERM REVIEW CONFERENCE IN !LBA
Romania, where they reflected on the opportunities opened up by the project.
Above all, they shared their common concern with regards to the difficult economic situation, the problems in the tourism sector and the consequent need to
come up with innovative solutions, together.


!FTER THE AUDIT IN "ANSKÉ "YSTRICA THE NEXT REGION ASSESSED WAS %SZAK !LFÚLD IN
(UNGARY IN !PRIL  4HE AUDIT WAS CARRIED OUT BEFORE THE TWO DISSEMINATION
CONFERENCES WHICH TOOK PLACE IN -AY IN THE REGION OF #ORVARA )TALY AND IN *UNE IN
!TYLUS ,ITHUANIA  4HE AIM OF THESE CONFERENCES WAS TO INFORM 02%3%26%S MEMBERS REGIONS TOURISM PROFESSIONALS POLITICIANS OF THE COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT
and the first conclusions reached during the audit. The circulation of results is
obviously an important aspect of the project.
4HE AUDIT CARRIED OUT IN THE REGION OF !VILA 3PAIN PROVIDED A LOT OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE )T TOOK PLACE IN *UNE  AND GAVE AUDITORS THE OPPORTUNITY TO IMMERSE
themselves in a number of sectors, in a region that is already very active in the
tourism field. Emphasis was given, for example, to the need to diversify local tourism services, as a means of prolonging visitor stays and attracting new visitors. This
would aid the development of new multilingual communication channels, making
use of the internet and social networks for the promotion of tourism in Avila.
In the context of one of the most difficult economic situations dealt with, the audit
carried out in Greece’s Sterea Ellada region is an example par excellence of an area
in which tourism is a promising source of development that has not been exploited
TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL 02%3%26%S SIX EXPERTS VISITED THE REGION IN 3EPTEMBER  DISCOVERING ITS ENORMOUS POTENTIAL HISTORIC SITES BEACHES AND MOUNTAINS THAT ARE JUST
a stone’s throw away and hot springs – to name just a few examples. Following the
audit, the region was able to clearly identify the need to improve communication
and maximise its tourism experience. A training course for tourism professionals will
be developed, in order to allow them to adapt to changes in the sector. Finally, the
importance of eco-responsible tourism through the adoption of the “green tourism”
logo which will be issued by the region, as well as through its participation in the
Intelligent Energy programme HTTPECEUROPAEUENERGYINTELLIGENT 

What does the future hold for PRESERVE?
Thanks to the conferences, peer reviews and work groups, and the implementation
of all the action plans originally set out, the quantity of information gathered during the PRESERVE project was immense.
This information is a gold mine for any European region looking for innovative
solutions and practices, to stimulate their tourism sector.
The initiatives taken thanks to PRESERVE are also perfect examples of the need
now, to get engaged and promote.
02%3%26%S lNAL CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD ON  AND  /CTOBER  IN 3IENA )TALY .
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The project’s partners
02%3%26% GROUPS TOGETHER  REGIONAL AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES FROM  COUNTRIES
– its partners represent both new and old European Union member states and
cover a wide geographical area. The regions are brought together under the Assembly of European Regions which leads the project.
7ITH ITS  MEMBERS FROM  COUNTRIES !%2 %UROPES BIGGEST INTERREGIONAL NETWORK
will act as a communication platform for the sharing of experiences related to the
project, and will guarantee the widespread distribution of results across all Europe.
ARE
Anna Schober
4&     
a.schober@aer.eu
www.aer.eu
!BRUZZO )
Rita di Matteo
4   
&   
RITADIMATTEO REGIONEABRUZZOIT
WWWREGIONEABRUZZOIT
!LBA 2/
Lucian Emilian Docea
4 
lucian.docea@turismalba.ro
www.turismalba.ro
!LYTUS ,4
Vilija Verveckiené
Vilija.Verveckiene@vrm.lt
4   
www.akolegija.lt
$IPUTACION DE !VILA %
2OBERTO 2ODRÓGUEZ 0INDADO
4    
2RODRIGUEZ DIPUTACIONAVILAES
www.diputacionavila.es
"ANSKA "YSTRICA 3+
$ENISA 0ALAJOVÉ
4    
denisa.palajova@vucbb.sk
www.vucbb.sk
+ËRNTEN !
$R +URT 2AKOBITSCH
4    
kurt.rakobitsch@ktn.gv.at
www.eu-programme.ktn.gv.at

%SZAK !LFÚLD (
%SZTER "ALÉZSY
4    
ESZTERBALAZSY ESZAKALFOLDHU
WWWESZAKALFOLDHU
3OUTH $ENMARK $+
Trine Rosen Madsen
4     
trm@syddanskturisme.dk
www.syddanskturisme.dk
«REBRO 3
'UNN 6IOL +ATTILAKOSKI
4     
gunn-viol.kattilakoski@orebrokompaniet.se
www.regionorebro.se
3TEREA %LLADA '2
!LEXANDROS +ALOMIROS
4   
Info@apopsis.gr
www.sterea-ellada.gr
3TEIERMARK !
Agnes Frank
4    
agnes.frank@ic-steiermark.at
www.ic-steiermark.at
4OSCANA )
Valentina Scagliola
4   
v.scagliola@bictoscanasud.it
www.bictoscanasud.it
*ÚNKÚPING 3
!LF «STERDAHL
alf.osterdahl@lj.se
www.lj.se



INTERREG IVC
4HE %UROPEAN 5NIONS ).4%22%' )6# PROGRAMME CO lNANCES INTERREGIONAL COoperation through Europe. It aims to promote territorial cooperation on coheSION POLICY AND IS lNANCED BY THE %UROPEAN 2EGIONAL $EVELOPMENT &UND %2$& 
).4%22%' )6#S OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME WAS ADOPTED IN 3EPTEMBER  AND IS
SCHEDULED TO GO ON UNTIL 
The programme’s general objective is to help make regional policies more efficient, particularly through the exchange of experiences among regional decisionmakers, a green economy and the prevention of environmental risks. To this effect,
).4%22%' )6# SUBSCRIBES TO THE GOALS SET OUT IN THE ,ISBON AND 'OTHENBURG STRATEGIES ECONOMIC MODERNISATION AND COMPETITIVENESS.
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